CSE120: Computer Science: Principles

Lab 08: Formatting XML Using XSL
Goal: To practice working with XML and XSL.
Begin by downloading two files. (Fix file extensions.) The first is makeASurvey.xml:

It is a set of questions that go into a survey. The second file is querySS.xsl:

This is the start of an XSL stylesheet to create the survey.
Follow these steps:
1. Connect the XML file to its style sheet by replacing the letters XXXXXXXXX in
the XML file with the name of the XSL file, that is, querySS.xsl. Next, open
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the XML file with your Firefox browser. Notice that it doesn’t look much like a
survey yet. [Notice the header information that’s always required for XML files.]
2. Add the following XSL styletemplate to the XSL file before the last line. This
template processes the name of the author and italicizes his or her name.
<xsl:template match="name">
<i>
<xsl:apply-templates/>
</i>
</xsl:template>

<!--Use this rule to style name tags-->
<!--Put in the italic tag of HTML-->
<!--Process the stuff inside the tag-->
<!--Put in the italic tag of HTML-->
<!--Match the start tag w/end tag-->

Now display the XML file with your browser. Are the italics visible?
3. Notice that so far our survey questions are all run together. It is time to format
them. Add an XSL template for the <q> tag so that the survey comes out
looking like the following. [Note, the XSL file already contains the “box”
character.”]
Notice also that the styling has been set up to use an ordered list (<ol>) for the
questions, so you only need to create the list items using <li> tags. That means
that structurally the template you are creating looks a lot like the template in (2),
except that it adds the line of responses after the question has been processed from
inside the tag, after the “apply” tag.
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